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TODAY’S AGENDA

1) Introduction

2) Traditional studies

3) Alternatives 

4) Q&A
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Achieving Your Vision
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To Study?
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Why?

1) If there is any question 
about the community’s
acceptance of the project

2) If the lead gift is not 
clearly identified

3) If there is not a clear first 
choice for campaign chair

4) If there is uncertainty about 
whether the campaign can 
succeed
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Understand what a campaign involves…

A special and intensive
fundraising effort directed at 
achieving specific goals within 
a specified time period

Flows from organizational 
planning, based on solid 
leadership commitment and 
adds value to the 
organization’s mission

Involves some form of “one 
time” major gifts and should 
move donors to thinking in 
“philanthropic investment” 
terms 
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How a feasibility study will help

Establish goals and milestones for campaign

Engage volunteers in the campaign’s success and prepare 
campaign cabinet leadership

Set best-practice campaign infrastructure in place from the 
beginning

Craft community-driven communications

Support Board decision-making with substantive facts, a 
sound plan and a solid budget
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Campaign Roadmap
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Six areas analyzed in study reveal 
insights and action steps

Internal 

Readiness Image & 

Reputation

Appeal 

Gift

Potential 

Campaign

Leadership 

Climate 

& Timing

Areas of 

Analysis
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There are corollary benefits of a study

1) Opportunity to ask your donors and key leaders for their 
thoughts and opinions

2) Strengthen a case for support

3) Identify and address holes in infrastructure

4) Identify any challenges - headwinds

5) Capture the tailwinds

6) Address any critical issues identified

7) Build momentum
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Gain consensus among leadership on key issues

• An achievable financial goal

• Leadership roles needed

• Strategic timing of campaign

• Impact on operations
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• A campaign is the right 

strategy

• That key potential donors 

will view the campaign as 

instrumental to your mission

• The type of campaign to 

undertake

• Alternative to campaign, if 

warranted



What happens in a study?
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1) Create project background 
and/or briefing document

2) Conduct 25-60 interviews

3) Convene Oversight Committee

4) Conduct internal assessment

5) Evaluate data analytics

6) Conduct roundtable 
discussions

7) Conduct survey

8) Other customized to 
organization



Study results give boards signposts

Study Outcomes Include:

• Findings

• Analysis

• Recommendations

Detail Recommendations 
Include:

• Financial target/ planning goal

• Leadership structure and 
recommended leaders

• Prospect sources and lead gift 
prospects

• Stewardship and 
communications schedule

• Infrastructure needs

• Timeline and milestones

• Budget 13



Misperceptions about a study

1) It’s just about the fundraising goal

2) Will tell us what we already know

3) We can conduct it in-house

4) A waste of time and money
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Case study: YWCA Evanston/North Shore
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Our campaign is nearly complete!

Campaign Goal: 
$18.5M

$14.3 M to date (77%)

Timeline

Phase Current timeline

Feasibility study Spring 2018

Pre-launch phase Summer/ Fall 2018

Quiet phase January 2019

Community phase Early 2020
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1. Image, appeal and reputation

2. Gift potential

3. Leadership and volunteer support

4. Infrastructure and internal readiness
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The study findings highlighted key 

areas for effort ahead



Infrastructure needs identified

1. Communicate impact

2. Hire an Impact
Measurement Manager 
to enhance program 
data

3. Hire an Administrative 
Assistant
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Communications need to be clear about our 
work in the community

A strong
reputation,
but people 
were unsure 
what we do
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Donors and donor sources identified

• 92% of donors interviewed said they would support the campaign

• $9 million in lead gifts identified before launch of quiet phase

• 46% of interviewees said YWCA is one of their top 3 giving priorities

• Solid, loyal volunteer support
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Leaders and donors invested in 
success from the start

The study gave us a clear 
reason to go back to 
participants to thank them 
and fill them in on what 
happens next.
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If YWCA had not done study, there 
would have been high anxiety

We would have been 
guessing all the time!
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…Or Not to Study?
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Alternative #1: 
Study may not be necessary

1) Goal doesn’t justify the cost

2) Organization has had successful, time-efficient back-
to-back campaigns

3) Leadership level gifts have been secured already
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Alternative # 2: Mini-Study

Abbreviated study when goal doesn’t justify cost of full study

1) No volunteer oversight committee

2) Fewer, yet highly targeted interviews

3) Less comprehensive internal assessment
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Alternative #3: Stakeholder conversations

More limited conversation, but can still gather valuable planning information:

1) Important key messages and case appeal

2) Potential campaign leadership

3) Potential donors

4) Anticipated opportunities and challenges
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Alternative #4: Mid-Campaign Assessment

A mid-campaign assessment evaluates:

 Overall campaign structure

 Progress to date

 Case material

 Volunteer leadership

 Prospect identification

 Cultivation and solicitation strategies

 Recognition and stewardship plans

 Communication strategies

 Infrastructure (staffing, systems, data management)
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Mid-Campaign Assessment: Hugo House
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A place to read words, hear words, and make your own 

words better. We provide classes, events, and fellowships 

for emerging and established writers.



Project background
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• Initiated by founders & 

property owners

• Generous lead gift from 

ownership team

• Study would show we 

were not ready

• Options examined by 

board

• Decision to plunge 

ahead without a study
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Need for assessment
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• Campaign material prepared

• Board contributions & some 
fundraising

• Costs higher than originally 
planned

• Board anxiety

• Progress slowed

• Turmoil with project



Reframed our project
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Set up systems

• Strengthen donor data 
management

• Improved campaign reporting
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Board/Volunteers

• Increased board 
understanding of campaign 
and their role in it

• Focus on key prospects

• Help with identification & 
cultivation 
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Detailed timeline & milestones
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Raised-to-date

$2,985,750
Target

65% of  Goal by Mid-Point of  Phase

85% of  Goal by February 2018

Planning/Lead Gifts Phase

April – June 2016

Major Gifts Phase

July 2016 – Jan 2018

Public Phase

Feb – Sept 2018 

$7,500,000

Goal Reached
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Q & A

Wendy Hatch, CFRE

Vice President

The Alford Group

Amy Hines, MPPS

Senior Vice President

The Alford Group

Kathy Slaughter

Vice President of 

Development

YWCA Evanston/North 

Shore

Tree Swenson

Executive Director

Hugo House
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Thank you!

#NPOStrength

Wendy Hatch, CFRE              

The Alford Group

whatch@alford.com

Amy Hines

The Alford Group

ahines@alford.com

Tree Swenson

Hugo House

tree@hugohouse.org

Kathy Slaughter

YWCA Evanston/North Shore

kslaughter@ywca-ens.org
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